Dissecting the role of glutamine in seeding peptide aggregation.
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ABSTRACT:

Poly glutamine and glutamine-rich peptides play a central role in a plethora of pathological aggregation events. However, biophysical characterization of soluble oligomers —the most toxic species involved in these processes— remains elusive due to their structural heterogeneity and dynamical nature. Here, we exploit the high spatio-temporal resolution of simulations as a computational microscope to characterize the aggregation propensity and morphology of a series of polyglutamine and glutamine-rich peptides. Comparative analysis of ab-initio aggregation pinpointed a double role for glutamines. In the first phase, glutamines mediate seeding by pairing monomeric peptides, which serve as primers for higher-order nucleation. According to the glutamine content, these low molecular-weight oligomers may then proceed to create larger aggregates. Once within the aggregates, buried glutamines continue to play a role in their maturation by optimizing solvent-protected hydrogen bonds networks.

INTRODUCTION:

Protein misfolding, aggregation and their eponymous diseases have been vastly studied since the pioneering work of Alois Alzheimer in the beginnings of the twentieth century.¹ After Alzheimer’s disease, multiple neurodegenerative diseases / protein dyads have been described, including frontotemporal dementia / TDP-43; Creutzfeldt-Jakob’s / prion-protein or Parkinson’s / α-synuclein. A special neurodegenerative subcategory is represented by the inherited polyglutamine diseases, where the neurotoxicity correlates with the length of consecutive glutamine tracts in the corresponding proteins. Here the dyads encompass Huntington’s / huntingtin; Kennedy’s / androgen receptor; spinocerebellar ataxia / ataxin-1, and dentatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy / atrophin-1, among others. Abnormal protein aggregation is also present in systemic diseases like in the amyloid cardiomyopathy / transthyretin and type-2 diabetes / islet amyloid polypeptide. In the vastly studied Alzheimer’s amyloid cascade hypothesis, published by Hardy et al. in 1992, the key event proposed to trigger neurotoxicity is the formation of insoluble protein aggregates.² However, Lambert et al. changed this paradigm, in 1998, shifting the investigation focus towards soluble oligomers as the main responsible for inhibition of long-term synaptic plasticity.³ Since then, all the above-mentioned protein aggregation diseases have been associated with these soluble, small aggregated species.⁴-¹² The experimental structural determination of protein oligomeric species is extremely challenging because of their transient nature and structural heterogeneity.¹³ To cope with these difficulties, many computational studies have addressed the interaction modes of numerous aggregating peptides, including polyglutamine peptides, providing useful mechanistic insight.¹⁴-²¹ However, a comprehensive picture of the role of glutamine residues in different contexts is still missing. Among other reasons, this void originates in the substantial computational cost of atomically detailed simulations. This problem
rapidly upscaling, as different peptide sequences, multiple copies, and conditions are necessary to obtain a proper generalization in biologically relevant timescales.

We circumvent these limitations by employing cutting-edge coarse-grained simulations\(^{22}\) to examine glutamine’s role in early aggregation events. We studied a series of polyglutamine (poly-Q) and glutamine-rich (Q-rich) peptides displaying self-aggregative behavior.

A comparative analysis among homogeneous poly-Qs of different lengths and heterogeneous Q-rich peptides shows that glutamines play a double role in seeding aggregation. First, they participate in initial inter-monomer contacts, to then become the predominant residue mediating oligomer association by forming solvent-buried Hydrogen bonds.

Taken as a whole, the homogeneous set of simulations presented here offer original insight into the mechanistic role of glutamine in the initiation of pathogenic aggregation. Complementary, we present highly detailed scale and time resolution results that validate mechanistic pathways previously proposed by low-resolution experimental techniques.\(^{23,24}\)

**RESULTS:**

Aimed to establish a comparative baseline for the aggregation of Q-rich peptides, we first investigate homogeneous poly-Q, progressively increasing the length of the peptides. To this aim we consider three different peptide lengths: Q4, Q11, and Q36.

**Tetraglutamine peptide (Q4)**

Q4 in solution showed a quick transition from their initial, fully extended conformation towards a broad backbone-angle distribution, scattered on the fourth quadrant of the Ramachandran plot (Supplementary figure 1A). Along the time, Q4 peptides showed a continuous interchange between monomeric, and short-lived oligomeric species with a mean cluster size (MCS) of 1.94 ± 0.1 (Figure 1A). MCS can adopt values ranging from 1 (when all peptides in solution are monomeric species) up to the total number of simulated peptides (27, for a full aggregation in the Q4 case; see Methods). As seen from Figure 1B, monomeric species are dominant in solution, followed by dimers and trimers. Analysis of the global secondary structure (Figure 1C) evidenced only a small amount of extended and isolated β-structures, as a result of the fleeting character of the small clusters observed during the simulation (see molecular drawings in Figure 1C).

**Figure 1.** Aggregation analysis for Q4 peptides. (A) Mean cluster size measured throughout 3 μs MD simulations. (B) Number of clusters classified by size. (C) Global percentage secondary structure. Representative structures of Q4 dimers and trimers are drawn with a cartoon representation. Side chains are colored by element.
**Polyglutamine peptide Q11**

Compared with the Q4 system, the longer Q11 peptide explored wider areas of the Ramachandran plot (Supplementary figure 1B). However, its length was insufficient to generate stable β hairpins-like motifs, and Q11 sampled mostly linear configurations. In contrast with the previous case, the MCS calculation indicates that the interaction between Q11 occurs in two well-differentiated fashions (Figure 2A). Initially, random encounters led to the formation of dimers or trimers (Figure 2B), which then served as nucleation seeds. Subsequently, all Q11 peptides cooperatively associate within a short time window. The dynamics of this process lead to the MCS's saturation, aggregating all the peptides available in the simulation box. The progressive association of Q11 is accompanied by the passage from a random coil to parallel or antiparallel β-sheet conformations (Figure 2C). Indeed, the time series of the secondary structure for coil and β-sheets shows a scissors-like graph with a crossing point corresponding to the region where the associations become cooperative (Figure 2D). In the final state, almost 80% of the peptides are in β-sheet conformation, i.e., only 1-2 amino acids at the extremities of each peptide remain disordered.

**Figure 2.** Aggregation of Q11 peptides. (A) Mean cluster size measured throughout 5 μs of MD simulations. (B) Number of clusters classified by size. The analysis is restricted to the first μs of the trajectory where all the association-dissociation events occur. (C) Cartoon representation of stable oligomers found for Q11. (D) Time evolution of the percentage of secondary structure content. The time scales in panels A and D are coincident.

**Polyglutamine peptide Q36**

Increasing the polyglutamine size to 36 amino acids (Q36) conferred the poly-Q the capability to adopt turn conformations and forming β-hairpins. The accessibility to a wider conformational variety
translates into different interaction possibilities. Despite this, in all aggregation events monitored, monomers always interacted with a pre-formed β-stranded region in a neighboring molecule (Figure 3A). In close analogy with the Q11 case, after these association events, the β-sheet content increased reaching average values of 50.37% ± 5.32. The Q36 aggregates present intricate structural motifs, showing turn percentages of 9.81% ± 2.5 (Figure 3 and Supplementary figure 3A).

Figure 3. Aggregation of Q36 peptides. Snapshots of the association events for each simulated replica are shown in the left grid. Q36 monomers first contacts always involved interactions with preformed double stranded regions of their counterparts. Secondary structure plots are shown in the right panels.

**Q-Rich peptides**

The results presented in the previous section point out that despite the well-known aggregation propensity of poly-Q peptides, there is a threshold below which, they can not sustain large scale aggregation. Therefore, we sought to characterize how both the glutamine content and the flanking regions of Q-rich peptides can affect their aggregative behavior.

**Alpha-gliadin peptide (p31-43)**

As the first example of Q-rich peptide, we choose a derivative of the human protein alpha-gliadin. The peptide named p31-43 carries five glutamines in 13 amino acids (middle panel, Figure 4A) and is a proteolytic, gluten derived, peptide generated in the stomach and related to celiac disease. Using biophysical techniques, we showed that this peptide undergoes spontaneous aggregation with a concomitant but limited increase in the β-strand content. Here, to focus on glutamine, we simulated an ensemble of non-zwitterionic p31-43 and monitored the contribution of different amino acids during the aggregation process.

In contrast with poly-Q peptides, heterogeneous peptide aggregation follows different dynamics. According to the aggregation rate, we divide the analysis in three different phases. On phase I, monomers rapidly associate to form low molecular-weight oligomers (top panel, Figure 4A). This is followed by a slower aggregation (phase II), where oligomers progressively interact with each other until reaching a final amorphous 50-mer aggregate, presenting a radius of gyration of 2.48 ± 0.01 nm. The global content of β-extended structures raises from zero to 28.08% ± 1.71. The cluster size
remains stable until the end of the trajectory (phase III). A per-residue interpeptide contact analysis (lower panel, Figure 4A) indicates that glutamines lead the p31-43 aggregation process, followed by hydrophobic residues (Leu, Phe, and Tyr), proline, and glycine, to a much lesser extent. This is in line with the relative amino acid abundances in this peptide. If we divide the contact analysis in the three above mentioned aggregation phases we can observe how glutamine-mediated contacts are increased in phase II (gray shaded time window in lower panel of Figure 4A and Supplementary video 1). In phase III, contacts established by all amino acids reach a plateau, except for glutamine. Therefore, not only glutamines mediate oligomer association but they also continue optimizing the formation of Hydrogen bonds after all peptides are clustered, suggesting a sort of maturation within the final aggregated state.

**Proinsulin’s connecting peptide (C-peptide)**

Aimed to further explore glutamines’ role in an entirely unrelated system, we focus on insulin’s C-peptide, which undergoes only limited aggregation. At pH=7, the C-peptide presents monomers and various low molecular weight oligomers compatible with dimers to pentamers. C-peptide is 31 amino acids long with only four —two of them are highly conserved— glutamines (middle panel, Figure 4B). However, it also contains four conserved glutamic acids, and at pH=3.2 has been shown to form oligomers and large amyloid-like aggregates with a high β-sheet content. Since at pH=3.2, all carboxyl groups are expected to be protonated, its Hydrogen-bonding donor-acceptor capabilities could resemble those present in glutamine. Although this might seem a chemically naïve approximation, quantum calculations yielded similar Hydrogen bond energies to protonated carboxyl and amide groups. The same substitution has been proven as a conservative mutation in a glutamate transporter with a deeply buried acidic residue. Hence, at low pH values, we will consider C-peptide as a Q-rich molecule.

Not surprisingly, the aggregation dynamics and kinetics of the C-peptide at pH=7 differ from those seen in the previous systems (Figure 4B). Unlike in the other cases, the MCS converges to nearly 3, even though there is a ten fold excess of free peptides in the solution. On a first phase the monomer population rapidly decreases, forming multiple low molecular weight oligomers (top panel, Figure 4B). After this period the aggregation rate diminishes, presenting a monomer-dimer-trimer equilibrium, and the presence of two stable tetrameric and pentameric species. A per-residue analysis clearly shows that the limited aggregation is driven by hydrophobic forces and most likely limited by the electrostatic repulsion conferred by the anionic residues (lower panel, Figure 4B and Supplementary video 2).

Converting the C-peptide into Q-rich like peptide by decreasing the solution’s pH recovered an aggregation-prone behavior. This time a globular 30-mer aggregate was formed, with a radius of gyration of 3.78 ± 0.06 nm and 15.85 % ± 0.84 of β-extended structures. Although with slower kinetics, the evolution of contacts per residue displayed a behavior similar to p31-43, with an initial depletion of monomers forming dimers, trimers and hexamers (top panel, Figure 4C). In close analogy with p31-43, oligomers undergo progressive association during phase II, until one single aggregate is formed. As can be seen in the lower panel of Figure 4C, phase I is mainly driven by hydrophobic contacts and hydrogen bonding between glutamines or protonated glutamic acids in proportions according to their abundances. During aggregation phase II, this contact profile is overturned with Hydrogen bonds contributing the most to oligomer association as can be seen in the steepest evolution of Q-like contacts. These glutamine mediated contacts also participate in the compaction of the final aggregate, as can be seen in Supplementary video 3.
Figure 4. Aggregation analysis for the p31-43 peptide (A), C-peptide at pH=7 (B) and C-peptide at pH=3.2 (C). Top panels: Number of clusters classified by size, notice that the y axis is represented in a logarithmic scale. For (A) and (B) The analysis is focused on the first μs of simulation where most of the association events occur. Middle panels: Mean cluster size is measured throughout 5 μs of MD simulations. For (A) and (B) vertical lines divide the graph in three phases, according to the aggregation rate. The aminoacidic sequence of p31-43 and C-peptide is here shown. Lower panels: Number of interchain contacts defined by residue. Leucine, phenylalanine and tyrosine contacts are grouped as hydrophobic; aspartate and glutamate as anionic.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS:

Our analysis of the role of glutamine within different peptide contexts revealed some general features summarized in Figure 5.

In the case of poly-Q, the peptide length affects both the extent and the morphology of aggregates. Q4 peptides show high solubility, presenting rapid inter-conversions between monomeric, dimeric, and trimeric species (Figure 1B). However, it is widely accepted that expanding glutamine tracts increase their aggregation propensity, particularly enriching their β-sheet contents. Therefore, we decided to study two longer poly-Q peptides: Q11 and Q36, representing expansions below and above the toxic threshold in Huntington's disease. Q11 peptides initially form dimers, trimers, and tetramers stabilized by multiple backbone hydrogen bonds, that ultimately result in the recruitment of all peptides in the solution. In line with previous studies, the β-sheets produced present extensive surfaces with side chains alternating Hydrogen bonds donors and acceptors that recruit new peptides to end in a putative
crystalline β-sheet structure. In contrast, Q36 presents higher conformational flexibility, allowing β-hairpin formation. These double-stranded motifs acted as aggregation-prone regions. These regions interact with unstructured soluble monomers and promote a conformational transition towards β-sheet rich structures, resembling a nucleated-elongation model. This mechanism has been previously proposed by Wetzel et al. studying different length poly-Q peptides using a microtiter plate elongation assay. The distinctive structural characteristics that we observed in poly-Q peptides of different lengths are also in remarkable agreement with experimental data obtained by IR spectroscopy, validating the length-dependent aggregation pathways proposed in this low-resolution structural determination.

In contrast with homogeneous poly-Qs, for heterogeneous glutamine peptides, the relevant variable is their relative aminoacidic abundances. Analyzing its content in relative terms provides a convenient and quantitative characterization. To this aim, we calculated the ratio between glutamine and non-Q amino acids and compared them with the ratio of new intermolecular contact established by glutamines vs non-Q amino acids, in each aggregation phase. The C-peptide at pH=7 displays a glutamine ratio of only 0.15 (Table 1). In this Q-poor peptide, glutamine contacts are not dominant and remain insensitive to the aggregation phase. It is somehow predictable that progressively increasing glutamine content could increase their engagement in interpeptide contacts. However, the remarkable observation is how these interactions become dominant during the association of low molecular weight oligomers (phase II), with contact ratios surpassing residue fraction (gray shadowed row, Table 1). Calculating relative contents, this time between glutamine and hydrophobic amino acids, indicate that initial monomeric association is ruled by the hydrophobic effect and is later switched to a Q-driven regime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue abundance</th>
<th>Contacts phase I</th>
<th>Contacts phase II</th>
<th>Contacts phase III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q/Non-Q</td>
<td>Q/HP</td>
<td>Q/Non-Q</td>
<td>Q/HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Glutamine abundance and contact ratios for the Q-poor and Q-rich systems. Contacts ratios are calculated separately for each aggregation phase. The values are also reported relative to hydrophobic residues (Q/HP).

In a nutshell, the extension of poly-Q peptides is determinant for their aggregation, showing three well-differentiated behaviors. Only above a certain length, poly-Qs may display highly ordered (nearly crystalline) aggregation, after which the possibility to form intramolecular hairpins may lead to large scale but conformationally heterogeneous fibrillar arrays (Figure 5-left side and Supplementary Figure 3A). In contrast to poly-Q, heterogeneous peptides present as many variables as the amino acidic composition can introduce. In this work, we focused on glutamine content and showed how its increase could trigger the low molecular weight oligomers’ association, stabilizing large globular aggregates (Figure 5-right side and Supplementary Figure 3B-C).

Taken as a whole, our data propose that an early blocking of the glutamine-mediated interactions could impede aggregation, shifting the equilibrium from low molecular weight oligomers to monomeric species. This could facilitate clearance mechanisms like those observed in huntingtin and its autophagic degradation that acts on soluble but not preformed aggregates.
Several efforts have been devoted to design short peptides with the capability to modulate toxic protein aggregation.\textsuperscript{38,39} Just as an example, we explored the capacity of two pentapeptides to modulate Q11 aggregation. For this, we test non-zwitterionic Q5 and QEQQQ. Compared with the homogeneous Q11 system, both pentapetides alter the aggregation's kinetics (Supplementary Figure 4A), although the content of $\beta$-extended conformations converged to indistinguishable values (Supplementary Figure 4B). However, the pentapeptides' presence, especially QEQQQ, modified the aggregate's final topologies (Supplementary Figure 4C-E). The procedure presented here provides a robust and cost-effective computational strategy to test for different peptides' aggregation propensity or explore conditions that may modify these propensities.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{Schematic description of the different aggregation scenarios studied. The time evolution of the aggregation is classified by peptide length for poly-Q peptides (left grid) and by glutamine content for heterogeneous peptides (right grid).}
\end{figure}

**METHODS:**

We generate peptides' initial coordinates with Chimera\textsuperscript{40} visualization tool, setting the backbone torsional angles as fully extended conformations. C-peptide was studied at pH values of 3.2 and 7, defining their protonation states with PropKa.\textsuperscript{41} Atomic structures were mapped to CG beads using the map files included in SIRAH Tools.\textsuperscript{42} Carboxy- and amino- terminals were set as neutral, except for the C-peptide where we focused on the effects of electrostatic interactions over aggregation properties; in these systems terminals were set as zwitterionic. MD simulations were performed by triplicate with GROMACS 2018.4.\textsuperscript{43} All the six peptides were centered in cubic boxes, which sizes were defined setting a distance of 1.5 nm between the solute and the box boundaries. Systems were solvated using a pre-equilibrated box of SIRAH's water model (named WT4).\textsuperscript{44} Forces on the CG beads were balanced applying 5000 iterations of the steepest descent algorithm. The heating step was performed using the V-rescale thermostat,\textsuperscript{45} keeping the pressure at 1 bar with the Parrinello-Rahman barostat.\textsuperscript{46} In order to generate initial conformations for the aggregation studies, 1 $\mu$s production runs were simulated, choosing different conformers from the last 0.1 $\mu$s of trajectory. Multiple copies of these conformers were placed in cubic boxes setting a distance of 4 nm between their geometric centers. An identical system setup as above described for the monomeric peptides, was applied for the multiple-peptide simulation systems. MD trajectories' analysis included secondary structure determinations. To achieve
this we first employed the backmapping utility of SIRAH tools and then assign secondary contents to the reconstructed atomic coordinates with STRIDE.\textsuperscript{47} To estimate the size of the aggregates along the simulations we calculated the Mean Cluster Size (MCS) as it has been previously defined by Taiji et. Al\textsuperscript{48}: 
\[ \text{MCS} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} CS_i,t \right) / N \]. “N” corresponds to the total number of peptides in the simulation box and “CS” is the number of peptides forming a cluster which peptide “i” belongs at time “t”. The generation of a cluster was defined using a distance cutoff of 6 Å between beads of different peptides. Interpeptide contacts were measured with the GROMACS utility \textit{gmx mindist} and the MCS calculation was performed with an \textit{in house} Python script. The number of total interpeptide contacts defined by residue was calculated with the Tcl script: \textit{newcontacts.tcl} downloaded from https://www.ks.uiuc.edu/. Here, to better discriminate the residues involved in interpeptide contacts, we used a smaller cutoff value of 5 Å.
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**Supplementary Information**

**Supplementary Figure 1.** Ramachandran plots for Q4 (A) and Q11 peptides (B). Black, orange and red dots correspond to most favored, allowed, and less favored regions of the map, respectively.

**Supplementary Figure 2.** (A) Schematic representation of a double Hydrogen bond (green dotted lines) between glutamine and a protonated glutamic acid. (B) Two β-sheets of Q11 peptides stabilized by inter side-chain H-bonds. (C) Interface between two p31-43 oligomers mediated by glutamine H-bonds. (D) Same as C for glutamines and protonated glutamic acids in a C-peptide aggregate at pH=3.2.

**Supplementary Figure 3.** Final snapshots from 5 μs trajectories for (A) Q36, (B) p31-43 and (C) C-peptide (pH=3.2). Peptide’s backbones are drawn in cartoon representations and colored by fragment. Van der Waals surfaces are transparent and colored red/blue (glutamine residues) and yellow (non-glutamine residues). Radius of gyration and β-extended conformations content are averaged over the last 0.1 μs of the corresponding trajectories.

\[ \text{Rgyr (nm)} = 2.03 \pm 0.1 \quad \% \text{ Extended} = 53.37 \pm 2.61 \]

\[ \text{Rgyr (nm)} = 2.48 \pm 0.01 \quad \% \text{ Extended} = 28.08 \pm 1.71 \]

\[ \text{Rgyr (nm)} = 3.78 \pm 0.06 \quad \% \text{ Extended} = 15.85 \pm 0.84 \]
**Supplementary Figure 4.** Modulation of Q11 aggregation exerted by different pentapeptides along 5 μs trajectories. Mean Cluster Size evolution (A) and β-extended percentage content (B) of Q11 in each of the three simulated systems. Cartoon representation of the final snapshots for the homogeneous Q11 (C), Q11 + Q5 (D) and Q11 + QEQQQ systems (E).